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Poor coordination at distribution centers is a prime source of supply chain delays
and energy waste that can be avoided through real-time planning and enhanced
visibility. As a modern logistics topic with implications for supply chain
transformation, Intelligent Dock Booking (IDB) coordinates the incoming and
outgoing shipments at distribution centers. The research on IDB is at the early
development stage. This study contributes to the Supply Chain Control Tower
(SCCT) by developing a conceptual model of IDB, identifying its implementation
requirements, and exploring its impacts on the supply chain performance. The
causal loops and stock/flow diagrams are used to investigate how several
efficiency indicators like the number of cancellations, planning time, utilization
of space for loading and unloading, and the duration of processing trucks at
distribution centers can be improved. Further, real-time data integration,
operational preconditions, automated scheduling, dynamic responsiveness, and
interdepartmental integration are identified as the key implementation
requirements. The findings provide a foundation for implementing IDB systems
in SCCTs.
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1 Introduction

The competition among major corporations is mostly about their supply chain
capabilities. System-wide coordination is essential for companies to operate at their best
capacity and stay competitive (Simchi-Levi et al., 2008). The Supply Chain Control Tower
(SCCT) works as a coordination and consolidation platform to provide enhanced visibility
for the efficient material flow between retailers, warehouses, factories, part manufacturers,
and downstream suppliers. The control tower does not own trucks and/or physical assets and
acts merely as an intermediary between customers and Transport Service Providers (TSPs).
SCCT is capable of integrating technologies, processes, and human expertise that serve as
supply chain orchestrators or partners; it improves the cost, quality, reliability, and
responsiveness of the companies and is believed to strengthen the competitive strategy
(Midkiff, 2021; Sharabati et al., 2022). The control tower has implications for Supply Chain
(SC) leadership, transparency, workforce development, and collaboration (Dalporto and
Venn, 2020). Such a platform is likely to facilitate the development of intermodal transport
(Giusti et al., 2019), which is supported by the European Commission’s transport policy
(Ramos de Oliveira et al., 2022). SCCT is also expected to improve resilience, which may be
achieved directly (Syahchari et al., 2022), or indirectly through improving various supply
chain competencies (Islam et al., 2023).
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The literature on SCCT is at the early development stages; the
existing body of knowledge is mostly about the adoption of the new
technology (Smith, 2022). There is a need to analyze the already
implemented SCCT systems to explore rooms for possible
improvement. Besides, decision support systems that facilitate higher
degrees of intelligence in SCCT are very limited (Ye et al., 2022). As a
prime example, automating repetitive transport management decisions,
like dock booking, should be investigated for a truly autonomous SCCT;
a direction that has inspired the present study.

Industry 4.0 emphasizes higher degrees of automation in the SC to
accommodate the surging global demand more efficiently.
Autonomous technologies and intelligence contribute a lot to the
successful development and implementation of autonomous SCs
(Liotine, 2019). In this situation, human capital is expected to play a
different role in the future of logistics management (Kucukaltan et al.,
2022) with their involvement evolving into strategic decision-making
(Hofmann andRüsch, 2017). Repetitive decisions at the operational and
tactical levels, which are often time and cost-intensive to bemanaged by
a human, should be automated. Autonomous decision-making in the
supply chain has received recent recognition (see Li et al., 2022).
Automating transport management decisions in the SCCT context is
very limited (Vlachos, 2021).

Dock booking is a prime example of decisions that can be
automated; automating dock booking has implications for the
effective implementation of SCCT, particularly to diminish
human errors and reduce administrative workload by slashing
the need for manual information entry (Rodrigue, 2022). Dock
booking/reservation studies are limited to a handful of optimization
methods. (Miao et al., 2014) developed a metaheuristic algorithm for
dock assignment in a cross-dock management system. (Sharma,
2017) developed a mathematical problem for truck dock allocation.
(Fallahtafti et al., 2021) proposed a mathematical model for time slot
management of loading docks in warehouses. Most recently, (Song
et al., 2022), proposed an integrated optimization approach for the
simultaneous planning of vehicle routes for the TSP and schedules
the dock time slots at the SC facility. (Falsafi et al., 2022) introduced
a decision-support model based on truck-dock assignment and
transport mode selection to minimize the ripple effect of possible
disruptions on the production plans. We also found a case study by
Marzialia et al. (2022) that developed new performance indicators
for evaluating order picking and loading-dock arrival timeliness.

As we delve into a transformation to Industry 4.0 SCs, it becomes
crucial to understand the nuances of adopting intelligent decision
systems in SCCT by answering the following questions.
RQ1. What are the requirements for implementing the IDB system?
RQ2. How does the IDB system impact the performance of SCCT?

Leveraging a system dynamics perspective, we employed the Causal
Loop Diagrams (CLDs) and Stock and Flow Diagrams (SFDs) to
develop a conceptual model that answers these questions. CLDs are
used to identify the variables of interest andmap their interrelationships
within the system. SFDs enabled us to analyze the temporal evolution of
these variables, offering insights into their dynamic behavior. This
framework provides a grasp of the dock booking complexities and
system architecture. The conceptual model is investigated in the supply
chain of a major Fast-Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) company.
The proposed criteria and alternatives emanate from comprehensive
industry consultations, expert interviews, and preliminary field
investigations to study the most important challenges in the

adoption of IDB. The blend of academic rigor and real-world
insight supported by the author’s experience of working in an SCCT
environment ensures theoretical robustness and practical relevance.

The remainder of this manuscript is organized into four
sections. Section 2 establishes the necessary background. Section
3 elaborates on the transport management system in the case
company. Section 4 presents the IDB model, elaborating on the
underlying principles. Section 5 analyzes the potential benefits of the
proposed model and highlights its implications for energy efficiency
in the supply chain. Finally, Section 5 synthesizes the findings and
provides insights on potential directions for future research.

2 Background

2.1 Transport management

Transportation information capabilities—like real-time access to
reliable data on cargo status and freight data exchange—improve
logistics service level (Lee and Shin, 2008), and operational
efficiency, and reduce externalities (Mehmood et al., 2017).
Depending on the asymmetry of costs and benefits among logistics
partners (Wyciślak, 2022), real-time transport visibility was shown to
reduce the average and maximum number of trucks in the distribution
centers as well as site sojourn times (Dunke and Nickel, 2020).

Unstructured data sources (Wu and Yang, 2018) and online
information technology solutions have been used for the real-time
collection of logistics data, like truck arrivals and loading in logistics sites
(Dunke and Nickel, 2020). Companies are also adopting new
technologies to improve transportation information capabilities
beyond the current norms (Callefi et al., 2022). The Internet of
Things (IoT), which obtains data through sensors and
communication devices, is a prime example of new technology with
disruptive implications for transport management and decision-
making. Transport visibility and real-time information sharing are
some of the major drivers of IoT adoption (Farquharson et al.,
2021). IoT-enabled transport systems are being employed to
improve last-mile transport of time-sensitive and perishable goods
(Wanganoo et al., 2021). Intelligent transport systems are recently
equipped with cloud computing performing data analytics for
decision support (Tyagi and Sreenath, 2023). For instance, travel
time predictions are improved with machine learning applications
based on big traffic data (Chen et al., 2023). For a comprehensive
review of IoT applications in Supply Chain Management (SCM), we
refer interested readers to (Ben-Daya et al., 2019).

SCCT consists of the technology that enables a centralized
planning and control platform and integrates data from various
sources to manage the flow of information, like orders, shipments,
and inventory levels. The control tower links man, machines, and
methods through IoT, and uses Artificial Intelligence and cloud
platforms for decision aid and/or automated decision-making. End-
to-end visibility, decision analytics, and process execution are some
of the capabilities of SCCTs1.

1 https://itsupplychain.com/self-reliant-supply-chains-in-the-business-4-
0-environment-an-intelligent-control-tower/
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From the transport management system perspective, an SCCT
supports the control, planning, execution, and billing of transport
activities (Rölli, 2021). This includes monitoring and managing 1)
Transport operations; 2) Transport finances including invoice
verification and transport budget controlling; 3) Logistics systems
development including support, maintenance, and development of
transport management system; 4) Logistics scale-up
(i.e., implementation of new transport volumes, logistics
efficiency projects), and 5) Logistics procurement including
tendering, contract administration, market intelligence services,
and pallet supply management.

Urban distribution centers and consolidation strategies have
been investigated to examine their implications for improving
supply chain efficiency (Morganti and Gonzalez-Feliu, 2015).
SCCT as a consolidation service requires further investigation.
The present study focuses on the logistics network orchestrated
by SCCT.

2.2 Fast-moving consumer goods

The FMCG industry is characterized by high demand for service
quality (Mbhele, 2016), a wide variety of products and large
assortment size (Joseph et al., 2010), frequent deliveries of
product batches (Colicchia et al., 2017), and product with a short
life (Pan and Choi, 2016). These characteristics together with the low
profit margins in FMCG (Birhanu et al., 2017) make logistics
efficiency more imperative than in other sectors. In this situation,
the products’ long average time in the supply chain is not desired,
making this an important factor in different managerial decision-
making in FMCG (Pourhejazy et al., 2019).

Taking fresh meat, fruit, and vegetables as an example, the
quality of products decreases rapidly and continues to decay until
purchased and used by the end consumers. Considering the time-
sensitive nature of products with deterioration of quality (Aljohani
and Thompson, 2018), the revenue of the entire supply chain

depends on the timeliness of logistics operations. In this
situation, speed is a key performance indicator in FMCG supply
chains (Dewa et al., 2017).

Transport visibility and timeliness are arguably the most
important capabilities in the supply chain of FMCG companies.
This has made FMCG an industry with the largest demand for third-
party logistics (Dev et al., 2016). The intense competition results in
low brand loyalty in FMCG (Wu et al., 2019); companies are
constantly searching for improvement opportunities to stay
competitive. Considering FMCG characteristics, and the
implications of supply chain control towers for transport
visibility and timeliness, a case from FMCG is presented in the
next section to explore the nuances of SCCTs.

3 Transport management in the case
company

The studied FMCG company has recently established an SCCT
unit to handle orders from SC partners (factories, marketing and
sales groups, and multi-country organizations) and other business
partners (distribution centers and part manufacturers). Managing
the transport operations in the European cluster and the Ocean and
Air transport are among the major responsibilities of the SCCT unit;
this includes the end-to-end transport operations and logistics
between suppliers and factories (raw and pack transport),
factories and primary warehouses (primary transport), and
secondary warehouses (secondary transport). While the primary
transports using the company fleet achieved the economy of scale by
bundling shipments on international routes, shorter routes in the
secondary transport are outsourced to third-party logistics (3PL)
providers.

The operations in the SCCT unit are divided into three main
product categories: Foods, Refreshments, and Home and Personal
Care. The material and product characteristics, like the short shelf
life of food products, the temperature-sensitive nature of

FIGURE 1
The hierarchies in the control tower of the case company.
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refreshments, and chemical substances in home and personal care,
differentiate these categories. These characteristics enforce certain
transportation constraints; for example, home and personal care
products cannot be transported with products from other categories
due to the contamination risk. Factories, distribution centers, and
part manufacturers accommodating the products are assigned to
one of the three product categories considering their annual
portfolio, transport requests, and key contacts. This approach
enables transport planners to combine orders of less-than-full-
truck loads from one category to maximize capacity utilization
while considering the risk of tainted materials and products.

The SCCT unit is managed by the logistics director. As shown in
Figure 1, logistics operation managers are responsible for different
product categories. Supervisors manage sub-categories and a
separate managerial role is defined for ocean operations.
Customer management specialists (CMS), and regional project
and process specialists (RPPS) support logistics operation
managers and supervisors. Finally, transport planners handle the
orders from one of three main product categories; the transport
planners are allocated to specific geographical regions to support the
combination of orders through maximizing full-truck-load
shipments.

The planning department divides the assignments into (a) Raw
and packed goods, and (b) Finished goods. The former responsibility
consists of (I) ensuring that raw material is available for production
and that packed products are available for delivery to customers (II)
maintaining the lowest possible material and product levels in
factories and distribution centers; (III) purchasing the required
material and products. As the second responsibility, finished
goods planning must ensure that products are available for
delivery to customers, and plan the manufacturing and

purchasing activities as well as delivery schedules. The logistics
procurement team is responsible for tendering services and
contract management, pallet management, pallet supply
management, and SCCT market intelligence. In cooperation with
the procurement team, the quality department is in charge of
investigating claims and reviewing/reporting quality-related
performance indicators regularly.

Once a shipment request is initiated, the transport planner
should arrange the associated pick-up and delivery. Every factory
is handled by one transport planner so that the customer will have
only one contact point at the company’s end. The customer
management specialists get involved only in special
circumstances and for driving performance improvements. The
transport planner considers shipment priorities (i.e., normal and
urgent) as well as resource management factors, like dock
ownership, the number of available docks, and the working hours
to plan the order fulfillment operations. The transport process is
visualized in Figure 2 followed by a detailed description of the major
operations.

3.1 Order management

The order fulfillment process begins when the SCCT unit
receives a transport request; the order can be in the form of
manual, interfaced, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), or Flatto.
The main difference between these order types is their integration
with the Transport Management System and the amendment option
after integration. A registered order includes the following
information: loading and unloading locations and times, number
of pallets, gross weight, transport condition, Incoterms, and special

FIGURE 2
Interactions within the transport process.
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requirements, like dangerous goods, and express delivery. Given this
information, the SCCT unit assigns immediate requests to the
categories and the rest to the bulk/ocean transport. Within the
selected category, the orders will be forwarded to specific transport
planners considering their geographical responsibility. The
transport planner combines orders based on the vendor codes
within his/her category. The transport planner should also select
handle the capacity- and time-management decisions the best
shipping alternative considering costs, carbon emissions, and
customer service time when there is intermodal transportation.

3.2 Shipment initiation

New orders are added to the Transport Management System
(TMS) as soon as all required information is entered. The SCCT
then takes over the planning of the shipment, aiming to maximize
the number of Full Truck Loads. If the transport service is
outsourced, the SCCT forwards the request to a contracted TSP.
In cases of having no suitable TSP or route available, or if the TSP
rejects the load, the SCCT offers the load in the spot market.

3.3 Transport execution

After a TSP confirms they can handle the load, a dock must be
reserved for the carrier. This process, which is known as “dock
booking”, involves selecting an available dock and scheduling a
specific time for pickup or delivery at the factories or distribution
centers. The term “load execution” refers to the actual process of
transporting the goods, which spans from on-time collection to on-
time delivery. Throughout this phase, real-time updates on
shipment status are shared among all parties involved.

After fulfilling a transport demand, the financial department
completes the transport process. For this purpose, SCCT executes a
monthly invoicing process for the TSP. SCCT should work with
partners from planning, IT, logistics procurement, quality, finance,
and development units to complete these processes. The
performance of SCCT, therefore, depends on the quality of the
master data provided by the European center.

4 Conceptual model

This section uses CLDs to identify and map the interactions
between various variables pertinent to dock booking (e.g., working
hours, dock availability, shipment priorities). In the CLD diagrams,
variables are connected by arrows to specify the direction of their
interactions, with positive (+) or negative (−) signs indicating the
nature of the relationships. SFDs are used to represent the dynamic
behavior of the system over time to understand how changes in one
part of the system (e.g., changes in shipment priorities or dock
availability) impact the overall situation. In the SFD diagrams, a
“stock” represents a quantity that accumulates over time, while a
“flow” represents the rate at which the stock changes.

Once a transport task is confirmed, the TSP must book a dock
and time slot at the pickup and delivery sites using the transport
management system of the focal company. Frequently executed

shipments on short routes between factories and warehouses
(known as shuttles) are exempted from dock booking. Besides,
factories that work in close-to just-in-time situations do not
require a booking.

In the case company, dock booking compliance at
distribution centers is about 65 percent, whereas it amounts to
19 percent at the factories. In addition to the pickup
arrangement, the planned arrival time also requires a booking
while the dispatcher at the site is responsible for informing the
driver about the dock number. This process is inefficient
considering that the possible shipment delays and
simultaneous arrivals may create truck queues and increase
the drivers waiting times. Besides, 3PL often uses different
platforms for communication; the focal company has to use
fragmented solutions to manage dock bookings, which may
result in conflicting schedules. This is particularly challenging,
considering that the subcontracted shipments account for more
than 60% of shipments.

From an operational perspective, the factories frequently change
the production schedule because of amendments to customer
orders; this drives changes in the planned pick-up and delivery
times and amendments to dock bookings and timeslots. The data
from the transport management system of the company suggests
that 5 percent of requests are rescheduled or canceled while the
actual scale of rescheduled appointments is around 45 percent. This
is because most of the amendments are not updated on the central
transport management system. Such modifications to booked docks
and timeslots result in longer waiting times at sites and more
communications between the SCCT unit, the TSP, and the site.
The causal loop in Figure 3 shows the time accumulation during the
communication process where two reinforcing loops accumulate
time and one balancing loop compensates for it.

In addition to the time deficiencies, the dock booking process in
the transport management system of the SCCT unit does not offer
sufficient user experience. The users need approximately 25 clicks to
complete a dock booking, which amounts to 200 s for highly
experienced users and up to 10 min for moderately experienced

FIGURE 3
Interactions within the transport process.
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users. The surveys conducted by the company revealed that
60 percent of TSPs wanted to reduce the hassle of completing
the dock booking process shown in Figure 4.

In the current system, the dock booking process begins with
checking the availability of time slots and docks. If there are no
availabilities, the TSP contacts a customer management specialist
or transport planner from the SCCT unit. The outcome should be
then communicated with a dispatcher on the site (i.e., factory and
distribution center) to check for the new timeslot and dock, and
inform the TSP about the possible openings. That is, the
customer management specialist (or transport planner) has to
communicate with the driver, subcontractor, TSP, and the site.
The partners exchange information within this communication
loop to update the timeslots and docks. In this situation,
communications consume the prevailing part, approximately
73% of planners’ time; implementing a central system
addresses this issue.

A new scheme suitable for the implementation of the IDB
system is investigated. For the sake of simplicity, the operational
scope is narrowed to the lanes connecting the factories and
distribution centers, the loading of finished goods at the factories,
and the unloading of finished goods at distribution centers. The
proposed model consists of a procedure for autonomous dock
booking based on real-time data on the working hours of the SC
facilities, dock availabilities, and shipment priorities (i.e., regular or
urgent) to complete the inquiry; the process should fulfill the
following assumptions.

Condition 1. If automatically calculated timeslots are within the
working hours of the SC facility (e.g., distribution centers and
factories), then:

1.1. When there are free timeslots and docks, they must be
booked on the same day;
1.2. When there are no free timeslots and docks on the same day,
the agent must book the earliest timeslot the next work day.

Condition 2. If automatically calculated timeslots are outside the
working hours of the SC facility, then:

2.1. A new time slot at the earliest possible on the same day must
be booked;
2.2. When there are no free time slots earlier on the same day, the
agent must seek a time slot at the earliest possible on the
following working day.

Condition 3.Distribution centers should be given the alternative to
accept or decline a new time slot; this is because the new Expected
Time of Arrival (ETA) may deviate from the planned arrival time
and conflict with other schedules considering that the distribution
center is often used by different users (the case company’s SCCT
unit is not the only customer) and there are no explicitly dedicated
docks for certain companies. Besides, it should be possible for the
prioritized shipments to replace a normal shipment that is booked
already, if necessary.

FIGURE 4
The as-is dock booking process.
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An exemplary dock booking process considering these
conditions is shown in Figure 5. In this process, the site manager
can select the time intervals wherein he/she wants to receive a
notification on the ETA; the latest update of the ETA triggers
amendments to the booked timeslots and docks.

The inquiry for autonomous dock booking begins when the TSP
accepts the tender. Once the truck is loaded at the factory, the
employee enters the transport status (good issue) into the system.
Considering the distance, the agent adds the transit time into the

loading time in the ERP platform and checks for the dock availability
in the distribution center at the ETA; if available, the agent checks
whether the shipment is prioritized or normal and informs the TSP.

The agent checks ETA in several rounds to complete the booking
process. If the ETA is not outside the business hours of the site, the
earliest free timeslot available on the same day should be booked in
the range of ± 30 min. Otherwise, if the ETA is outside of the
business hours of the site, the first available timeslot on the next
business day is booked. If there are no free time slots available at the

FIGURE 5
The exemplary process of dock booking under the stated conditions.

FIGURE 6
The proposed dock booking process.
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first checked dock, the agent should check for another available dock
on the same day. The agent should then check for the possibility of
replacing the existing timeslot and dock booked for normal
shipments with the prioritized shipment. The procedure is
illustrated in Figure 6. The proposed approach has a focus on
reducing communication time through the automation of
processes, but will also impact other performance indicators. The
next section analyzes the outcomes of adopting the new dock-
booking approach.

5 Discussions

The case company has yet to fully benefit from adopting the
SCCT platform; the process improvement opportunities are stalled
due to manual decision-making and the lack of a central dock
booking system. Cost savings and customer service improvements
are the most anticipated benefits of implementing a centralized
system for real-time data ETA information and IDB. Figure 7 shows
the cost-benefit cycle perceived for analyzing the performance of the
proposed conceptual model followed by performance analysis of the
IDB system in Figure 8 and investigating the operational benefits.

In this model, stocks are defined as successful bookings and cost
reduction. The former refers to the accumulated number of
successful bookings over time. The latter represents the
accumulated savings in costs over time. Flows include the following.

• Booking updates represent the rate at which new bookings are
added (Unit of measure: number of bookings per unit of time).

• Unsuccessful bookings refer to the rate at which bookings are
unsuccessful (Unit of measure: number of bookings per unit of
time).

• Demurrage cost reduction is the savings in demurrage costs
(Unit of measure: monetary value per unit of time).

• Personnel cost reduction represents the savings in personnel
costs (Unit of measure: monetary value per unit of time).

The model’s variables are listed below.

• Booking failure rate represents the percentage of failed
bookings.

• Deviation between the actual time of arrival and ETA.
• Information processing delays are the time it takes to process
information.

• Personnel per hour costs.

Average waiting time per truck. On this basis, the following
equations represent the state dynamics in the system.

Successful Bookings t( ) � Successful Bookings t − 1( )
+ BookingUpdates t( )
− Unsuccessful Bookings t( ) (1)

Cost Reduction t( ) � Cost Reduction t − 1( )
+DemurrageCost Reduction t( )
+ Personnel Cost Reduction t( ) (2)

Unsuccessful Bookings t( ) � BookingUpdates t( )
*Booking Failure Rate t( ) (3)

Personnel Cost Reduction t( ) � Personnel perHourCosts t( )
* 1 − Information ProcessingDelays Reduction t( )( ) (4)

Waiting Time t( ) � Unsuccessful Bookings t( )
*AverageWait Timeper Truck (5)

DemurrageCost Reduction t( ) � Waiting Time t( )
*DemurrageCost perHour (6)

BookingFailure Rate t( ) � 1 / 1 + exp −k * Actual Time ofArrival t( )∣∣∣∣((

−ExpectedTime ofArrival t( )∣∣∣∣))
(7)

Equation 7 shows that a larger deviation from ETA increases the
booking failure rate. The exponential term in the equation
represents an increasing rate of change and the 1/(1 + exp(-k *
(Deviation between Actual Time of Arrival(t) and Expected Time of
Arrival(t)))) term ensures that the booking failure rate is bounded
between 0 and 1.

From a practical perspective, improvement in information flow is
the first tangible outcome of implementing the IDB system in the
SCCT unit of the company. This results in both immediate and
sequential performance improvements. First, the real-time updates of
ETA remove the information processing time on updating the delays,
cancellations, and aligning timeslots. The process skips unnecessary
communications between the transport planners and the factory/
distribution center, resulting in approximately 2n fewer interactions in
the dock booking process. Besides, the new system is less prone to
human errors, a factor that increases the percentage of bookings and
requests resulting in actual transport. The details of the projected
information flow-related outcomes are summarized in Table 1.

The conceptual model in Figure 9 shows the impact of
information processing delays on the communication loop between
the providers (e.g., subcontractors, freight forwarders, drivers), the

FIGURE 7
The cost-benefit cycles for implementation of the dock booking
system.
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SCCT unit, and the SC facility (e.g., factory, distribution center).
Increasing the ratio of successful bookings over the resulting delay
time (i.e., (All bookings − unsuccesful bookings)/Delay time)
improves the effectiveness of the dock booking process. That is,
reducing delay time and increasing the number of successful
bookings to minimize the deficiencies.

Delay in informing the involved parties (i.e., driver, subcontractor,
freight forwarder, and the SCCT unit) about the booking changes has a
negative impact on the perceived information. Considering that most of
the booking updates take place around average delay time, the third-
order delay seems more appropriate than a first-order delay. This is
because information on ETA can greatly deviate from the actual arrival
time in the case of the first order delay.

Improvement in SC’s physical flow is the next tangible outcome
of implementing the IDB system. In particular, well-informed dock

booking is expected to reduce the time trucks spend in an SC facility
waiting in loading and unloading queues. This, in turn, results in
shorter product time in the SC and reduces operational costs.

To estimate the perceived improvement, the detention claim by
the TSPs is compared with the truck check-in/check-out
timestamps. IDB reduces the number of trucks in transit
considering the difference between trucks’ incoming and
outcoming rates. This is because the trucks’ incoming rate, delay
time, and the number of trucks in transit impact the trucks’
outcoming rate. Comparing the waiting time with the time
between check-in and check-out timestamps, the company
confirmed that a 20 percent cost reduction associated with
waiting time could be expected. Cost savings can also be
achieved with better utilization of dock spaces. From the
operations management perspective, more efficient transportation

FIGURE 8
Performance model of the dock booking system.

TABLE 1 Information flow improvement after deploying the intelligent dock booking system.

Benefit Perceived improvement Barriers

• A decrease in late cancellations and bookings canceled earlier than,
for example, 24 h before departure

• Reducing the costs associated with the waiting
times (i.e., waiting time costs

total transportation
costs

)
• Achieving accurate Expected

Time of Arrival

• An increase in the ratio of bookings and requests that results
in actual transport (i.e., succesful bookingsall bookings )

• Tensions between co-created
value and governance costs

• A reduction in the planning time (e.g., tracing the shipments,
determining the departure delays, updating new timeslot and
docks, etc.)

• Fewer contact points and reducing the required interactions;
reducing the transport execution cost

• Tensions between competition
and collaboration

• Improving service level (i.e., the number ofdetention claims
the total number of shipments ) • Tensions between co-created

value and governance costs

• Achieving accurate Expected
Time of Arrival
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reduces the space needed for material/goods storage in the SC.
Table 2 lists the major physical flow improvements.

Overall, themost immediate effects are reducedwaiting time at sites
(SC time) and decreased demurrage (SC cost). The sequential (delayed)
effects consist of the ability to integrate shipment planning, TSP
allocations, and internal logistics of factory and distribution centers
with the IDB system, which improves SC flexibility. Besides, this
integration has implications for SC’s quality of fast-moving products.

Asymmetry of benefits may cause tensions between the involved
parties; what is considered a value for one party may be perceived as
a cost for the others. This causes practical limitations to the
implementation of the IDB system. Compliance is a prime
example, which impacts the percentage of tracked shipments.
From the shipments that could not be tracked, the accuracy of
ETA is the major barrier with 40 percent within the range of ± 1 h,

48 percent within the range of ± 2 h, and 59 percent within the range
of ± 4 h. However, an accuracy of over 90 percent within the ± 1 h
range is required to implement the proposed dock booking solution.
This limitation can be overcome by narrowing the scope of
deployment to the critical lanes where a higher percentage of
tracked shipments provides accurate data to the underlying
model, ensuring higher accuracy of ETA.

6 Implications for energy efficiency

Discussions confirmed the transformative nature of IDB in
improving efficiency. The shift towards automation, real-time
updates, and centralized data management fosters energy
efficiency in the following ways.

FIGURE 9
Impact analysis of delays.

TABLE 2 Physical flow improvement after deploying the intelligent dock booking system.

Benefit Perceived improvement Barriers

• Better utilization of space for loading and unloading • Reduced facility costs
costs ofwarehouse space

before the implementation−
costs ofwarehouse space
after the implementation
costs ofwarehouse space
before the implementation

• Achieving the repeatedly accurate Expected Time of Arrival

• Tensions between co-created value and governance costs

• A reduction in the duration of processing trucks in the SC facility • Reduced processing times
time ofprocessing the truck
before the implementation−
time ofprocessing the truck
after the implementation

time ofprocessing the truck
before the implementation

• Achieving the repeatedly accurate Expected Time of Arrival

• Reduced inventory costs • Tensions between co-created value and governance costs

• Tensions between competition and collaboration
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• Decreased TruckWaiting Times. Energy is wasted when trucks
are idle, waiting for their turn to load or unload. The IDB system
reduces waiting times, thereby avoiding unnecessary fuel
consumption. Besides, improved ETA accuracy improves
traffic flow within the facility, resulting in reduced
congestion and, consequently, less idling, and fuel wastage.

• Optimal Dock Usage. With a real-time booking system, docks
can be used at their maximum capacity, ensuring that
resources like electricity and manpower are used efficiently.
This is in contrast to scenarios where docks remain empty due
to manual scheduling errors or no-shows.

• Optimized Storage. Efficient transportation reduces the need
for prolonged material/goods storage, saving energy in
facilities that need to maintain specific product conditions,
like refrigeration and air conditioning.

• Integration Capabilities. The IDB system allows for cohesive
integration across supply chain processes. This results in more
predictable and streamlined operations, making it easier to
shift some of the activities to the off-peak periods to reduce the
load on the electrical grids.

• Reduced Information Processing. The timely and accurate
exchange of information enables efficient decision-making,
leading to reduced energy consumption in the planning process.

Furthermore, reducing demurrage and personnel costs implies
more efficient operations, which typically correlates with higher
energy efficiency. Future research may quantify, monitor, and
optimize the energy performance improvement by the IDB
system in terms of the following performance indicators.

• Idle Time Energy Wastage (kWh or Liters/Gallons): the
energy wastage during truck idle times;

• Cooling/Heating Efficiency (kWh per m³): energy consumed
to uphold specific storage conditions;

• Peak Load Energy Consumption (kWh): energy usage during
peak hours;

• Carbon Footprint (Metric Tons CO2 Equivalent): the
greenhouse gases emitted due to energy consumption;

• Energy Cost Saving (Monetary Value, e.g., $): financial savings
through energy efficiency.

7 Conclusion

This article investigated an IDB system with a focus on a supply
chain network that is orchestrated by the control tower. A new
operational scheme was put forward to analyze and improve the
performance of the control tower recently established in a well-
known international FMCG company. The desired upgrades in the
system were conceptually analyzed where both physical and
information flow-related performance indicators are expected to
improve and bring about energy efficiency. Besides, reducing
unnecessary truck movements, waiting times, and the need for
storage can contribute greatly to decreasing energy consumption
and help in the company’s net-zero goals. The major findings are
summarized below.
RQ1. The successful implementation of the IDB system requires a
blend of real-time data availability, operational clarity, system

autonomy, agility, and a high level of integration. The
requirements for implementing the IDB system are:

1. Real-time Data: The IDB system thrives on real-time data
availability. SCCT must be able to obtain data and
disseminate real-time insights with a focus on operational
hours, dock statuses, and shipment priorities.

2. Standard Frameworks: A well-defined operational framework,
especially those tied to working hours and distribution center
discretion, should be established for decision-making.

3. Automated Scheduling: The IDB system should be able to
autonomouslymapoutdockschedulesbasedonreal-timedatasources.

4. Dynamic Responsiveness: The system must be agile, especially
when system variables, such as ETAs are highly unstable.
Adjusting dock and timeslot allocations in response to these
dynamics is essential.

5. Inter-departmental Collaboration: Smooth and timely interactions
between departments, like IT, finance, and quality assurance are
essential to ensure the seamless flow of real-time data.

RQ2. A reduction in demurrage costs, space requirements, energy
costs, and inventory costs, as well as improved customer service, are
the tangible outcomes of automating the dock booking process; the
improved aspects of SCCT’s performance are:

1. Communication Efficiency: The IDB system reduces
communication overhead, allowing key personnel like
planners and logisticians to prioritize critical activities.

2. Supply Chain Efficiency: The IDB system decreases truck waiting
times, which facilitates a smoother material flow. This results in a
potential cost saving of up to 20%.

3. Space Efficiency: Intelligent planning maximizes dock space
usage which, in turn, diminishes the demand for additional
storage areas; this translates to tangible cost reductions.

4. Operational Efficiency: The agility provided by the IDB system
reduces common operational bugs, like scheduling failures,
which are the root cause of various wastes/delays.

5. Energy Efficiency: Streamlined operations, diminished
superfluous storage, and curbed idle times facilitate a more
energy-aware system, reducing energy costs.

This case study acts as a stepping stone for future
developments in automating logistics decision-making and
administrative operations that can be integrated into an
SCCT. There are challenges to implementing the IDB system,
such as the need for integrating it with other systems and
departments, and the need to train employees on how to use
the system. Future studies may address such operational and
tactical issues, investigating it from an optimization perspective.
To be more specific, system dynamics can be used for strategy
development and decision analysis in the dock booking system.
Revenue management models can be useful to maximize
profitability by regulating acceptance/rejection decisions in a
network with both formal and informal truckers and the TSP.
Game theory models are needed to help analyze the tensions
between different SC partners considering the co-created value
and governance costs. Finally, the scope of SCCT can be extended
inspired by well-established transportation concepts, like train
formation planning (Li et al., 2023) and shunting.
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